City of East Lansing Fire Department
Two Week Incident Report for
August 10 –August 17, 2017

Total number of incidents responded to:

EMS/Rescue =70

Fires = 3

Good Intent Calls =96

False Calls=4

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fires Reported in FireRMS
August 13, 2017, 3:50 AM-Requested by Dewitt Twp Fire for a house fire. Requested an engine for
manpower and air trailer. B11 went on run also. Hooked up air trailer to C52 and M11 crew went out of
service and drove air trailer. ELFD units arrived on West side of scene and called command on TRI TAC
1, per Metro dispatch. Command cleared air trailer and crew returned to station 1 and M11 went back
in service. Command had us report to East side of scene. Had a house fire that had been controlled.
Now there was a natural gas fed fire coming from the meter. Command was controlling fire with hand
line in the front yard and had another line inside the house on the opposite side of the gas meter fire.
T11 reported to accountability and was assigned to on deck. Command requested I perform a 360 and
report back to him. T11 assigned to front yard hand line. When T11 was relieved, Command cleared all
ELFD units.
August 15, 2017, 12:33 AM-Dispatched to above location for a poss. grease fire. Advised enrouted fire
was out. Upon arrival workers stated they were cleaning grease fryer and it flashed at back of the
cooker. Workers pulled hood extinguishing system and left the building. Upon investigation found no
fire/smoke. No damage noted to kitchen. Extinguishing system silenced by turning off breaker. Workers
contacted company to come service fryer extinguishing system. Cleared with dispatch.
August 12, 2017, 1:28 AM-Dispatched to a couch fire. Arrived and found ELPD on scene of a couch on
fire in the middle of the road. Extinguished the fire and moved the debris off to the side of the road. No
bystanders around the scene.

Training Reported in FireRMS
August 14 2017, 1 hours- DC led a table top discussion of Charleston Sofa store fire and of sexual
harassment in the workplace.
August 15-17, 2017, 2 hours-Hazardous Material Identification on four gas monitor. All monitors
Including LFD monitors.

Chief Complaints of EMS Call

No Complaint-4

Fall-1

Suicidal attempt-1

ABD Pain -5

Finger Lacerations-1

Syncope Episode-1

Alerted mental-3

General Weakness-1

Syncope-3

Altered LOC-2

Head Pain-1.

SZ-2

Anaphylactic RXN-2

Increasing Resp Effort -1

Trauma to face from fall-1

Anxiety-1

L arm Pain -1

Traumatic injury-2

Assualt-1

Lift Assist1

Turning purple-1

Bleeding Head-1

Lethargy-1

Vomiting-1

Bleeding Form ear-1

Low Bi-OX-1

Change in Response-1

Motor Vehicle accident-1

Chest pain-2

Multi system Trauma-1

Citizens Assist-1

Neck & Leg Pain -1

Confusion-1

No injury, lift assist-1

Death-1

Head pain-1

Difficultly Speaking-1

Leg pain-1

Double Vision -2

Private pain -1

ETOH- 1

Right ankle pain-1

ETOH Abuse-3

Right arm pain-1

Exertional Dyspea-1

Rollover MVA-1

